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Oxford University Press Inc, United States, 2011. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 236 x 157 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. In the course of the 20th century, cancer went from being
perceived as a white woman s nemesis to a democratic disease to a fearsome threat in
communities of color. Drawing on film and fiction, on medical and epidemiological evidence, and
on patients accounts, Keith Wailoo tracks this transformation in cancer awareness, revealing how
not only awareness, but cancer prevention, treatment, and survival have all been refracted through
the lens of race. Spanning more than a century, the book offers a sweeping account of the forces
that simultaneously defined cancer as an intensely individualized and personal experience linked to
whites, often categorizing people across the color line as racial types lacking similar personal
dimensions. Wailoo describes how theories of risk evolved with changes in women s roles, with
African-American and new immigrant migration trends, with the growth of federal cancer
surveillance, and with diagnostic advances, racial protest, and contemporary health activism. The
book examines such powerful and transformative social developments as the mass black migration
from rural south to urban north in the 1920s and 1930s, the World War...
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Without doubt, this is the very best operate by any writer. This is for all those who statte that there was not a well worth reading through. I discovered this
pdf from my dad and i suggested this book to find out.
-- Dom inique Huel-- Dom inique Huel

Very useful to any or all group of men and women. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You are going to like just how the blogger
publish this book.
-- K r istia n Na der-- K r istia n Na der
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